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The definitive insider's guide to planning, installing,  configuring, and maintaining the new Cisco Adaptive Security Appliance

	
    Delivers expert guidance from Cisco TAC engineers for securing  small and medium business networks with the newly released Cisco all-in-one  network security solution

    
	
    Covers the latest PIX Version 7 OS

    
	
    Incorporates detailed configuration examples with screenshots  and command-line references

    
	
    Covers unified firewall, IPS, and VPN management

    


Achieving maximum network security has been a challenge for  many organizations, especially those that cannot afford to purchase, master, and  maintain a separate security device such as a PIX or IPS system for each and  every security need. To better meet the needs of these customers, Cisco Systems  recently launched an all-in-one security solution called ASA that aims to offer  a more affordable and simplified security solution. Cisco ASA: All-in-One Firewall, IPS, and VPN Adaptive Security  Appliance introduces this new suite of converged security appliances and  provides a complete configuration and troubleshooting guide from the Technical  Assistance Center (TAC) experts at Cisco Systems. This book brings together  expert guidance for virtually every challenge the reader will face--from  building basic network security policies to advanced VPN and IPS  implementations. This book has five parts, which contain three technology-based  sections: Firewall, IPS, and VPN. Each section is comprised of many sample  configurations, accompanied by in-depth analysis of design scenarios. Learning  is further enhanced by discussing a set of debugs included in each section.  Ground-breaking features like WebVPN, virtual and Layer-2 firewalls are  discussed extensively.
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Home Network Security SimplifiedCisco Press, 2006
Phishing. Malware. Spyware. Trojan horses. Firewalls. Parental controls. If you have a home computer connected to the Internet, you need to understand these security terms. If that connection is high-speed (always on) or you run a wireless network, your needyour vulnerabilityis that much greater. Now, with Home Network Security...
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Practical Web Database DesignApress, 2003

	Although many web professionals will have incorporated a database into a web site before, they may not have much experience of designing them - this book will teach you all you need to know about designing a database for use with a web site or web application. From first principles to designing a successful web database, this book will show...
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Advances in Power and Control Engineering: Proceedings of GUCON 2019 (Lecture Notes in Electrical Engineering)Springer, 2019

	
		The book features selected high-quality papers presented at the International Conference on Computing, Power and Communication Technologies 2019 (GUCON 2019), organized by Galgotias University, India, in September 2019. Divided into three sections, the book discusses various topics in the fields of power electronics and control...
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Adobe Captivate 3: The Definitive Guide (Wordware Applications Library)Jones and Bartlett Publishers, 2008

	Adobe Captivate 3: The Definitive Guide, the follow-up to Wordware s popular Macromedia Captivate: The Definitive Guide, steps you through all the procedures needed to create Flash movies based on any software on your desktop. You ll learn how to create Flash movies, edit individual screens, add and edit sound, even add interactivity (with or...
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MIPS Assembly Language ProgrammingPrentice Hall, 2003
First impressions are important.
  

  To introduce your Assembly Language programming students to the fundamental concepts of contemporary computer architecture, start with a Reduced Instruction Set Computer (RISC).  

  When students first encounter computer architecture, they need to begin with the basics of modern...
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iOS eCommerce App Development with ParseApress, 2015

	iOS eCommerce App Development with Parse uses a real-world app example to teach you how to build a complete eCommerce iPhone app powered by Parse - the most popular and powerful Platform As A Service (BaaS) provider.


	In this comprehensive guide you will learn every step: collecting requirements, architecting the app,...
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